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Since the beginning of the Olympic games, the main idea is the creation of a mas-
sive event for entertainment purposes and the attraction of people to different cit-
ies. Such decision involved many changes and modifications in the host city. For ex-
ample, changes in infrastructure and the incorporation of several Olympic sites 
into the urban fabric, embracing several lines of communication and transport. 
 
As a result of these changes and the need for big sports infrastructures such as stadi-
ums, pools, football fields and others. There is the necessity to look for a big site around 
the city to place all the buildings. Therefore, those buildings could be collocated in the un-
touched plot, producing a change in the topography and creating platforms as a result. 
 
The idea of platforms creates a difference of level, referring to the word fissure, 
that remaining part between platforms that it is often left ignored or untouched. 
 
As a result of this fissure, a new concept appears in Interstitial spaces. This 
term relates to relate to taking advantage of this condition in the topogra-
phy. To add uses and program which can be complementary to huge scale building. 
 
To apply these concepts Barcelona was selected due to its Olympic city condi-
tion. Specifically, the Olympic ring site, whose location involves the mountain Mont-
juic where the topography has a pronounced level difference among platforms. 
 
In conclusion, the concept of interstitial spaces can be applied in these cases to answer their 
topographic conditions to help the communication between the city, the mountain, and the 
platform. Moreover to complement and add uses to some platforms. What’s more, to gener-
ate a site full of life and activities to avoid turning those sites, in years after the games, into a 
white elephant pf the city, without use and people.
KEYWORDS:  Olympics; Montjuic; Interstitial Spaces; Fissure; Barcelona.
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INTRODUCTION
As the recreation of the Olympic Games started, several questions regarding the response of 
architecture started as well.  
 
The main objective or need in terms of architecture was the addition and creation of  Olympic 
sites and many sports buildings in the city.  
As a result, the configuration of these new places brought up brand new questions re-
garding the topography, related to the need for huge areas to hold stadiums or oth-
er buildings, of that size, which have modifications or cuts of the topography as platforms. 
 
As these platforms appeared on the site, the difference of level started to be more no-
ticeable in many cases and their lack of connection. So in these places in between 
platforms, called fissures, are often left behind. To apply this idea of using these fis-
sures to take advantage of the concept of interstitial spaces appeared as an archi-
tectural response to create those connections and complement many sports areas. 
 
To apply this concept of interstitial spaces in one Olympic site, the need to find a city that allowed 
the application was required. One Olympic city that matched the requirement is Barcelona. 
 
After the Olympics in 1992 in Barcelona, the city was leaving the Olympic Ring a poor con-
nection with the city, just by only figuring out a system of roads to access this place 
by car or by bus. Making this difficult for people who want to do some sports in the 
sports areas. Consequently, the mountain Montjuic takes part as a barrier for pedes-
trians and athletes. Besides the connection between platforms is not well-intended. 
 
Therefore, applying this concept can prove how beneficial it can be for these types of sites 
when the topography and the Olympic sites create a barrier for the city.

STRATEGIES FOR THE 
OLYMPIC SITES
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Figure 1. Photograph of Pierre de Coubertin. Reproduced by permission of Brain 
news service.
Figure 3. Photograph of the view of the velodrome as it looked around the turn-
of-the-century of 1900 in Paris, France. By Jules Beau
Figure 2. Photograph of The Stadium of Athens in 1896. Published by A&E Tel-
evision Networks.
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The idea of bringing back the Olympic games came from the ancient 
games in Greece, where they gave public performances for different 
sports. Creating a necessity of entertaining infrastructures and a differ-
ent way to entertain civilians and generate competitiveness between cities 
 
After many attempts of bringing them back, on the 25th of No-
vember in 1892, in Paris, France. Pierre de Coubertin gave a 
speech where he stated a certain key-points about how this mod-
ern Olympics must be. He gave this speech again the year 1984 in 
the International Sports congress, where he stated these ideas:
 
.Reintroduce the ancient games’ four-yearly cycle. 
.Ambulatory, to have this event in different parts of the world 
.Open to amateur sportsmen 
.Modern sports over classic sports. 
The first two games where selected pragmatically, the first one chose 
to be in Athens 1896, showing the idea to go back to where it all start-
ed, and the second one in Paris 1900 to showcase these Games dur-
ing the exposition of the same year to attract people and spectators. 
The first Olympic Games started with a small scale due to being the first 
one, showed great potential and a possibility to start working on the city for 
it to allow great masses.
OLYMPIC GAMES
Figure 3. Photograph of the view of the velodrome as it looked around the turn-
of-the-century of 1900 in Paris, France. By Jules Beau
Figure 2. Photograph of The Stadium of Athens in 1896. Published by A&E Tel-
evision Networks.
“In tandem with supporting the development of the individual and the na-
tion-state, the Olympics aimed to reconcile warring nations. The modern 
Olympics were both a stimulant and a pacifier, a means of international 
reconciliation but also of rivalry” (Gold and Gold, 2011, 
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This event is characterized as a hybrid event of sports 
and urban festival, which is granted by its design. Consid-
ering the first Olympic games celebrated in 1896, the de-
mands of infrastructure have evolved during the next dec-
ades, from architecture design to other kinds of necessities. 
 
As a result, this event of great significance, the de-
sign and configuration of the site plays a big role in terms 
of experience during the Olympic Games and after-
wards for the city as an infrastructure for years to come. 
Mainly the city would receive new sites to host this event, plac-
ing new buildings and another type of infrastructure on them. 
Even though the Olympic Games are a regenerative strat-
egy for the city, the construction and design are elaborated 
within a short time frame. So there might be some repercus-
sions for the city which are going to be seen after the Games. 
 
Consequently, the idea of these games as a strategy of peace 
resulted in, architectural matters, to need constructing, de-
signing several areas and connections to guarantee a better 
cohesion with the city, as a public space and as sports infra-
structure for recreational purposes.
 “The Olympic Games is a powerful regenerative tool. The host-
ing of it can remake a city on a potentially huge scale yet within a 
short time frame. As beneficial as these regenerative urban de-
velopments may be, they can also have unforeseen detrimental 
effects that may not be visible until some time after the celebra-
tions have passed. Planning for the Olympic Games now also 












APRIL  6 - APRIL 15
1908
APRIL 27 - OCTOBER 31
1920
APRIL 20 - SEPTEMBER 12
1900
MAY 14 - OCTOBER 28
1912
MAY 12 - JULY 27
1924
MAY 04 - JULY 27
1904




JULY 28 - AUGUST 12
In the next time-line, there are all the Olympic games that have occurred since the 
speech of Pierre de Coubertin. Which shows the main building in each event, the years 
and the location. Proving the main necessity of big areas to place big stadiums or so. 
 
These games mainly are hosted by European countries, followed up by North American countries. 
TIME LINE
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LOS ANGELES, USA BERLIN, GERMANY
1932




AUGUST 1 - AUGUST 14
1940
WW2
LONDON, UK HELSINKI, FINLAND
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA / STOCKHOLM, SWEEDEN
1948
JULY  29 - AUGUST 14
1952
JULY  19 - AUGUST 03
1956
NOVEMBER 22 - JUNE 10
DECEMBER 8 - JUNE 17
ROME, ITALY TOKIO, JAPAN
1960
AUGUST 25 - SEPTEMBER 11
1964
OCTOBER 10 - OCTOBER 24
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
1968
OCTOBER 12 - OCTOBER 27
MUNICH, GERMANY MONTREAL. CANADA
1972
AUGUST 26 - SEPTEMBER 11
1976




JULY 19 - AUGUST 3
LOS ANGELES, USA SEOUL, KOREA
1984
JULY 28 - AUGUST 12
1988
SEPTEMBER 17 - OCTOBER 2
ATLANTA, USA SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
1996
JULY 19 - AUGUST 4
2000
SEPTEMBER 15 - OCTOBER 1
BARCELONA, SPAIN
1992
JULY 25 - AUGUST 9
ATHENS, GREECE
2004
AUGUST 13 - AUGUST 29
PEKIN / BEIJING, CHINA LONDON, UK
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL
2008
AUGUST 8 - AUGUST 24
2012
JULY 27 - AUGUST 12
2016











In order to explain this architectural necessity for these Olympic sites it is important to un-
derstand the logic they have applied. Consequently, this analysis is going to show three dif-
ferent sites from different years. The first project is the Olympiapark in Munich, the second 
project is the Olympic park in London, and the third one is Valle D’Hebron in Barcelona.
Regarding the idea of placing these sites in the city relates specific parameters and how the 
city works. One possibility of location is the positioning near the city centre like the project in 
Munich, the Olympiapark of Frei Otto and Behnisch & Partner. In which the site is located at 
the outskirts of the city centre.
This possibility, of placing the Olympic site in somewhere of the consolidated part of the city, 
is not that common in terms of location. Owing to the fact that these sites require big areas to 
place several infrastructures and other types of the building regarding sports, and of course, 
locating them in the middle would be challenging because of the density of the city itself and
Figure 5, 6 y 7. Image of location of Olympiapark, Olympic Park and Valle Hebron. By Google Earth, modified by author
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OLYMPIC PARK VALLE D’HEBRON
the transport infrastructure that would need improvement.
Other possibilities to place Olympic sites, such as locating them in the periphery of the city, as 
the project of Valle D’hebron whose goal is to attract people to that specific area to make this 
part of the city more attractive and full of activities.
Another option is looking for a neglected area of the city to reactivate and make it more con-
nected with the city. For example the Olympic Park in London, UK. This project is meant to be 
regeneration in an Industrial and neglected area in which the residential areas are dense.
As seen in these projects there is a clear strategy regarding the location. Since the project 
needs specific characteristics and has an impact on the city, there has to be a goal and an ob-
jective. One objective could be improving the context or a better connection with the city and 
adding more activities.




As a requirement of these Olympic areas, the need for big infrastructures is a must 
to hold different sports and masses. Therefore, these platforms as cuts of the topog-
raphy are a necessity and highly required. So in every project, there has to be a deci-
sion and an idea of how to place those platforms and their connections with the city.
As seen in these projects, these platforms have an intricate design in base of 
what was the previous use of the land before it. And how these brand new patch-
es connected by paths that coincidentally they are located into some fissures.
In particular, the project in Valle D’hebron whose location is the limit of the city and the 
mountain which determined those platforms. As a matter of fact, many differences of 
level in this project are of great significance and can show the idea of the platform
Figure 8, 9 y 10 Image of Platforms of Olympiapark, Olympic Park and Valle Hebron. By Google Earth, modified by author
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OLYMPIC PARK VALLE D’HEBRON
and the division of them.
The project of Olimpiapark in Munich works with the natural topography and an artifi-
cial one, jut because of the need for big areas they had to modify the site. So it can be 
seen how they tried to be somehow truthful with the natural topography, but in some 
cases, the platform shows how the artificial topography is affecting it.
And the last project, the interesting fact is that those platforms work concerning the 
river Lea, so every path and shape of those green areas are modified by water.
So the idea of working with either the topography or creating a new one is a key deci-
sion. And also how these platforms work with the city and overall design is something 
to take into account.
Figure 8, 9 y 10 Image of Platforms of Olympiapark, Olympic Park and Valle Hebron. By Google Earth, modified by author

THE FISSURE AND PLATFORMS
20
OLYMPIAPARK OLYMPIC PARK VALLE D’HEBRON
Figure 11, 12 y 13 Image of fissure of Olympiapark, Olympic Park and Valle Hebron. By Google Earth, modified by author
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Normally this Olympic Games requires many big 
locations to create several centralities in the city 
called Olympic sites.
These new centralities are most of the time located 
on the periphery of the city to give value and more 
movement to these parts of the city.
Giving a different shape to certain parts of the city 
where the creation of new sports hub consolidate 
the activities in the area.
As a result the area selected must be almost un-
touched, therefore there is a need to place sport in-
frastructure in land. These infrastructure cuts the 
topography and creates differences of level.
The fissure appears as the need of huge platforms 
creates differences of level. 
These fissures conforms, and, in some sort of way, 
unify the site to allow a connection between the 
sport infrastructure and other uses. However in 





Figure 11, 12 y 13 Image of fissure of Olympiapark, Olympic Park and Valle Hebron. By Google Earth, modified by author
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OLYMPIAPARK BY FREI OTTO AND BEHNISCH & PARTNER
1972
Figure 14. Image of the Olympic Site in Munich, Germany. By Google Earth. Modified by author.
Figure 15. Photography of the Olympiapark in Munich, 
Germany. By. Behnisch & Partner
Figure 16. Photography of the Olympiapark in Munich, 
Germany. By. Behnisch & Partner
Figure 17. Model of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner
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Figure 14. Image of the Olympic Site in Munich, Germany. By Google Earth. Modified by author.
Figure 17. Model of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner
In the next examples, in three different projects in Olympic 
sites that have worked on the fissure and how they solve it.
This project is located in Germany, Munich. To host the 
Olympic Games in 1972. The late 60s were a period of en-
thusiasm and brand new ideas were architects and en-
gineers were called to build many important facilities.
As a first point, this location is placed in the outskirts of 
the city in a previous dump. However, this project is some-
what a unique type, because it is located now in the cen-
tre of Munich due to the development of this city.  As 
said before, it is not common to place these types of 
cites in the middle of the city due to different factors.
The Olympic Park is made up of an indoor swimming 
pool, an ice rink, the residential area, lakes, bike paths, 
concert halls, restaurants and the Olympic Stadium.
They designed the Olympiapark to welcome the people to 
the sports infrastructure to make it feel like one piece of 
land that could have several uses and gather big mass-
es of people. Recreational purposes and sport purposes. 
They designed this park with organic shapes to create 
paths that are more adapted to the slopes and the topogra-
phy of the site. This sort of connection with the city makes 
it easier to access and to allow people to use these spac-
es even when there is no competition in the buildings.
In this model, the paths of the project are shown as a land-
scaping matter that flows with the topography as if they were 
a water stream that falls from them, these paths communi-
cate and allows a more organic relationship with the site. 
“Olympic Games in the green” and the sense of bold-
ness and optimism reflected on the original vi-
sion of Günter Behnisch and Frei Otto, And the fact 
that the whole layout goes smoothly for visitors.
Extending the original purpose of the Olympia park the pro-
24
ject adds new contemporary indoor 
and outdoor sports facilities for the 
visitors of the park.
In terms of paths and connections, 
this project works the ground and 
sculpt its way to several spaces and 
areas. It shows a way to design forms 
and shapes following the topogra-
phy and some other lines in the plot.
The intention mainly is to have ac-
cess to every part of the complex or 
zone in the project through differ-
ent connections working with the 
fissure made by those platforms.
He connects with several paths 
controlling the unevenness of 
the ground and giving new uses 
to them and inviting new places.
This project seems to have ap-
plied some system of layers to dif-
ferentiate uses and flows of users. 
In these terms, we can see a lay-
er of paths, platforms, overpass-
es and the layout of the lake. Those 
layers being emphasized by the 
landscape and difference of level.
As a different matter, these paths are 
connecting different platforms fol-
lowing the shape of the topography 
and creating some natural or organic 
shapes, as a result, these paths are 
taking into consideration the nat-
ural shapes to make the project as 
truthful with the context as possible.
To conclude the project can provide 
and allow continuity to every part of
Figure 18 Plan of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner
Figure 20. Section of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner. Edited by author.
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Figure 18 Plan of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner
Figure 20. Section of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner. Edited by author.
the site. Giving a new experience in the middle of the city, through a big  recreational green area for 
people to use after the games.
This type of ground design helps the feeling of open space and the feeling of a park to invite people to 
go and enjoy this place.
Sinking the playing field below ground level and or surrounding the stadium with planted mounds to 
reduce the apparent height are useful devices, and enables the stadium and the landscape to melt.
In terms of the section the intention is to work with the topography to create spaces and add pro-
gram to the site, For example, in the case of the Olympic Stadium, the topography allows to cre-
ate a platform where the intended sport will be performing and add the bleachers to take advan-
tage of the level difference without leaving not intended spaces that are not useful for this purpose. 
With this in mind, the whole project works respecting specific parameters of taking advantage of the 
fissure. Overall this intention of creating several spaces in this topography cut, the section can show 
and portray a difference of level of different platforms though-out the site.
Figure 19. Section of Stadium in Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner. Edited by author.
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In 2004 there was a plan to make a linear park and develop and give large are-
as of public space and green areas. However, since London won for hosting the Olym-
pic Games in 2012 they had to rethink the master plan in terms of the area because this 
plan was too ambitious for the austerity time they were going through during those years. 
According to Smith, Andrew the park was made to be remade since the master planners had to con-
figure it for the Olympics and paralympic games but also implement a base for future construction.
As other cities London has chosen a neglected area, East London, to situate the Olympic site. 
It is said by Words Jon Everett that the Olympic site has been under contamination from in
OLYMPIC PARK AND VILLAGE, LONDON UK.
2012
Figure 21. Plan of the Olympic park and village. London, UK. Edited by Author.
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dustrial practices and due to this reason, this part of the city got isolated from the city itself. 
This project was made in different stages as a form of the evolution of the city to improve its 
quality as an Olympic city, being host twice before 2012, the idea was to consolidate and cre-
ate new infrastructure to have a cohesive and looking for a more amicable part of the city. 
Comparing to the Olympic site of Munich this site, instead of being placed at the periphery of the city 
as other Olympic sites, it is located in a neglected area of the city, where it there was an industrial hub 
surrounded by high-density residential buildings.
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Figure 22. Photography of the Olympic park and village, Bird eye view. London, UK.
Figure 23, 24 and 25. Photographies of Olympic park and village. London, Uk. By Hargreaves Associates
So this intention of having this site in this location in spe-
cific came from the idea of taking a regenerative approach 
to allow this place to be more attractive attracting people 
and creating more activities.
 
As can be seen in the figure, this project intention is al-
most similar to the Olimpiapark in Germany. Having 
an understanding of what it means to have a big green 
area for developing this big event as infrastructure. 
 
As a result, this works as regeneration and improve-
ment of the city,  to create a public green space to 
have this place more animated and used than before. 
 
The main idea of this master plan is not to be a white el-
ephant in the city, due to past experiences in other hosts 
cities in which the Olympic site is almost abandoned with-
out activity. That’s why using this excuse of Olympic games 
to create infrastructure for people to use afterwards. 
 
The intention of applying and using the fis-
sure can be seen in the whole project, taking ad-
vantage of that condition to create several spac-
es for people to do some recreational activities. 
For example, as seen in these figures they take this con-
cept in several places to create an attractive public space, 
creating not only platforms regarding sports but develop-
ing public space platforms.
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Figure 22. Photography of the Olympic park and village, Bird eye view. London, UK.
Figure 23, 24 and 25. Photographies of Olympic park and village. London, Uk. By Hargreaves Associates
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“I defend a project of the site that it is, almost saying, a project of ground more 
complex and a project of  the simplest object” (Bru,  2005, 76) 
Since Spain won to host the Olympic games it was decided to create four Olympic sites in differ-
ent parts of the city.   This Olympic site, in terms of location, is located due to the situation of this 
place being situated in the limits of this city with the objective to reactivate it with sports activities.
It is placed where the edge of the mountain and the start of the city meet. For instance, there is a need 
to create, design and organize connections between urban frames and topography, that creates a mix 
linking artificial and natural forms.
VALL D’HEBRÓN AREA BY EDUARD BRU
1992
Figure 26. Image of Valle d’Hebron. Barcelona, Spain. By Google Earth. Edited by Author.
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There are different visions on how to design in a site with a slope, these visions or 
way to proceed with this type of lot or area. Eduard Bru underlines that he cuts, paral-
lel to the sea and the mountain, the mountain through the action of the directions of me-
chanical parts. They have held up trains, establishing horizontals on the sloping plain.
The complex consists of two structured levels: the lower part, where the sports take place, and the up-
per part which is accessed by spectators.
As can be seen in figure 28, Bru’s intentions are related to the topography which the black spaces are 
the platforms and the white parts are the fissures.
“The ground is not necesesarily  “nat-
ural” where the construction settles” 
(Bru,  2005, 77) 
Figure 27. Photography Valle d’Hebron. Barcelona, Spain. By
Figure 28. Drawing of platforms and topography in Valle d’Hebron. Barcelona, Spain. By Eduard Bru.
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In this project, there are two main aspects that Eduard 
Bru had taken into account that is going to be analysed. 
 
In such a manner, this project works the ground floor and the 
differences in the level. This place has specific characteris-
tics, and due to its northern location, this site has a consid-
erable difference of level. Focusing on the intensity and the 
placement of enormous platforms, sports areas, and placing 
particular paths to connect them. 
The plan considers anew the possibilities of order 
and rationality potentially offered by a layout or-
ganised here by three geometrical forms,  a  com-
mon dimensional unit and a variety of auxiliary 
formations.” (Bru,  2011, 47) 
Another aspect that was taken into consideration 
was the idea of following certain topographic lines 
to work with, in terms to get some starting points to 
shape the platforms and other buildings in this site. 
 
The path is a layer that works with the idea of removing the 
orthogonal shapes of the platforms with the intention to cre-
ate a transition between nature and artificial artefacts.
Figure 30. Perspective of Valle d’Hebron. Barcelona, Spain. By Eduard Bru.
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Figure 29. Ground Floor Plan of Valle d’Hebron. Barcelona, Spain. By Eduard Bru.
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Figure 33. Section of Olympiapark in Munich, Germany. By Behnisch & Partner. Edited by author.
Figure 32. Elevation of Valle d’Hebron, Swimming pool complex. Barcelona, Spain. By Eduard Bru. Edited by author.
Figure 31. Elevation of Valle d’Hebron, Swimming pool complex. Barcelona, Spain. By Eduard Bru. Edited by author.
FISSURES RESOLVED
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So as can be seen in these projects 
it is essential how they design and 
carve the topography and the nat-
ural context. On the other hand, it is 
also important to decide how these 
platforms are going to be unified 
and consolidated for them to be ac-
cessible and pedestrian-friendly. 
Another essential point to emphasize 
is how the design could help to create 
public spaces with activities after the 
Olympic Games finale.
 
So the way of taking advantage of the 
topography to place stadiums and 
other buildings could give a natural 
feeling and an idea that everything is 
blending into nature.









Figure 34. Image of Olympic sites. Barcelona, Spain. By Google Earth. Edited by Author.




In 1986 Barcelona won, against six other cities, in the 
competition to host the 1992 Summer Olympic Games. 
After the dictatorship of Francisco Franco Spain went 
through a period of democracy were the economy was 
starting to bloom and, due to this event, the economy 
changed from being focused on the imanufacturing in-
dustry to an economy mostly based on services.
The same year the Special Urban Planning Plan devel-
oped by Josep Martorell, Oriol Bohigas, David Mackay y 
Albert Puigdomènech was approved to show the plac-
ing and development of several sports areas.
These four main Olympic areas were located in strate-
gic points, edges of the consolidated city and first pe-
riphery.  The main venue was planned in the Montjuïc 
mountain. In 1929 a park with cultural and sporting fa-
cilities had been planned there.
Valle d’Hebron which was planned in a semi developed 
area of the first periphery surrounded by many ameni-
ties. The Diagonal, taking advantage of previous instal-
lations. Olympic Village, located in the waterfront, due 
to the objective to open the city to the sea.
These areas were located in those sites to avoid gath-
ering all the facilities in one place, thinking about the 
use of these areas after the games.
3 4
Figure 37. Olympic Village. Barcelona, Spain. Figure 38. The Diagonal. Barcelona, Spain.
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BARCELONA - OLYMPIC RING
The “Olympic Ring” is one of the Olympic sites in Barcelona for the Olympic Games in 
1992.
After two massive events such as the International Exhibition in 1929 and the “Olim-
piadas populares” in 1936, the idea of taking advantage of these previous infrastruc-
tures and placing the most valuable sport buildings in this area was clever and useful 
to get this new centrality, at the periphery of the city, as other sites where consid-
ering to attract more people to this side of the city. Also, the idea of creating a new 
statement or landmark in the city was important in terms of reactivating the city after 
Franco’s dictatorship.
This Olympic area has many important sport facilities, another types of cultural 
buildings and few buildings regarding educational purposes. As it can be seen in the 
following pictures:
Figure 39. Image of Olympic site “Olympic Ring” in the mountain Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By Google 
Earth. Edited by Author.
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Figure 40, 41, 42 y 43. Photographies of the Olympic Ring infrastructures. 
“There are several international events that have had Barcelona as its epicenter, 
such as the 1888 International Exposition that promoted the conversion of the mili-
tary installations of the current Ciutadella into a park; or the 1929 International Expo-
sition, which promotes the urban reform of the surroundings of Montjüic as a fair-




Campo Municipal de Beisbol 
Carlos Pérez de Rozas
Club Natació Montjuïc
Estadi Olímpic Lluís Companys
Campo Municipal de Rugbi La 
Foixarda
Complejo Deportivo Municipal 
Pau Negre
Palau Sant Jordi
























As said before, this Olympic site groups the most important sports facilities, such as the Palau Sant 
Jordi and The Olympic Stadium of Lluis Companys. This figure shows the locations in the mountain 
and how they are placed on the site.
Figure 45. Location of Sports Facilities  in the mountain Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By author.
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INEFC Barcelona UB Poble Espanyol Museum Restaurante Pompeia
Escola El Polvorí
Sala Upload Barcelona























Figure 47. Location of Singular Buildings in the mountain Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By author.
In this case, the search for other type of buildings in this area was important to see more or less the 
uses and functions that complement this area in specific.
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TOPOGRAPHY
In terms of topography, many factors influence this site. The first factor is the number of metres that 
the mountain of Montjuïc elevates from the level of the sea, which is roughly between 50 and 90 me-
tres above the sea level.
The second factor is regarding the sports facilities that are located on the site, which requires huge 
areas for its placement. Due to the need for this condition the mountain has different cuts of levels 
creating platforms in between levels.
As seen in the figure the idea of doing this kind of representation is to show how these platforms cut 
the mountain, and how the placement went into consideration.
Figure 48. Topography lines and location of platforms in the mountain Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By author.
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CONNECTIONS
As can be seen, those connections in colour black are not well situated and do not give direct access 
to the platforms located in the limit of the upper and lower part.
Also, the idea that those connections can be improved and add some ramps to be more accessible to 
the platforms; thus, creating an easier way to do sports for pedestrians without implicating the use of 
transport.
Finally, taking into consideration the poor connection of Montjuïc areas for pedestrian paths, the 
strategy is to locate specific points of accessibility to connect directly with sports areas applying the 




Figure 49. Connection lines in the mountain Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By author.
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PROBLEMATIC OF MONTJUÏC
Since the conception to host the international exposition, the idea of connection for pedestrians 
was not proposed, even then after this event, the popular Olympics didn’t consider this aspect at all.
When Barcelona won to be the host for the Olympic Games, they wanted to create a more cohesive 
area; nevertheless, the current connection is insufficient. As a consequence, people are not interest-
ed to get there by walking. So they opt to access by car or by bus or another kind of transportation. 
Even though this place is conceived to gather great masses of people to do sports and do recrea-
tional activities, lately people tend not to get to these areas to do exercises due to its inaccessibility.
Which is something to take into consideration due to the great infrastructure it has in terms of sports 
facilities and other special buildings, for this Olympic ring to have activity and not turn into a white ele-




Figure 50. Existing road connection and landmark fira I and II, Montjuïc. Barcelona, Spain. By author.
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After analysing the Olympic Ring, this site has many problems regarding the dif-
ference of level and inaccessibility to the sports area. Having this problemat-
ic allows an architectural response in how, in this specific case, the fissure can be modified. 
In order to respond and connect this site with the city the project is situat-
ed in the border and the barrier itself to connect in specific points to communi-
cate it better. Creating a path for pedestrians and complementary buildings along.
The first proposed strategy is to locate those specific areas in the border of Montjuïc, that includes 
four main characteristics:
The first one is having space in the lower part of Montjuïc to start the path. Secondly, it has to connect 
directly to a sports area. Thirdly, is to allow a space in the upper part to receive the people. And the 










Figure 52. Location of paths and buildings. By author.
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The proposal consists in locating three connec-
tions to link the urban area to the Olympic site. On 
top of that to add an architectural program as com-
plementary uses to these new public spaces and 
the sports facility, for them to be more accessible. 
As a consequence of these interventions, 
this area can have a way more accessi-
ble site for pedestrians and the Olympic area. 
 
In the figure, we can see the location of each 
link, and the buildings that work with them. 
 
The program regarding the buildings is, as 
said before, complementary to each plat-
form.The use itself is not sports-related but 
more commercial and service-related. To cre-
ate attraction points besides the sports facility. 
 
Mainly those buildings correspond to chang-
ing rooms, restaurants, bars and green areas. 
 
So the first link is from a residential area to the 
tennis zone. The second link is related to a connec-
tion with the park “la Florida” to the stadium “Serra-
hima”. And the last link is from another residential 
area to several sports points, such as the golf court 
and the swimming pool area.
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Figure 53. Location of paths and buildings with topography and platforms. In black and white. By author.
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This area connects a residential area to the main upper road to place the pedestrian to the most im-
portant part of montjuïc where the stadium is located.
Also, in this area there is located a building that works as public space and connects with the first part 
of the path. At the end of this path, a big area is located that allows peopl to appreciate a view of the 
city and over seas.
TENNIS’ CONNECTION
Figure 54. Tennis’ connection floor plan, location of building and shape of the path. By author.
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In this section there are several spaces to create and carve 
into the mountain.
The idea mainly is to carve the mountain in a way that was 
almost natural, for it not to be or feel artificial.
And of course having the decision to place some drain points 
in the path.
Figure 57. Tennis’ connection section. By author.
Figure 55. Tennis’ connection section. Zoom path area By author. Figure 56. Tennis’ connection section. Zoom upper platform area. By au-
thor.
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Figure 56. Tennis’ connection section. Zoom upper platform area. By au-
thor.
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The second connection site is the one which connects the park “Pont de la Florida” and the stadium 
“Joan  de Serrahima”. This spot gathers the three main strategies to generate the connection with the 
city and Montjuïc Olympic Ring area. Finishing up with a building located next to the bleachers, marked 
with red lines, and the stadium to give use and complement this area.
SERRAHIMA’S CONNECTION
Figure 58. Serrahima’s connection floor plan. By author.
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On the other hand, this section shows how the path and 
fissure (located in the upper part) work, creating a pub-
lic space a public space that works as a more recreation-
al and have more accessibility to the stadium “Serrahima”.
The intention of carving the topography is to work with it and 
create some kind of barrier to mark the limits of the path.
Figure 61. Serrahima’s connection section. By author.
Figure 59. Serrahima’s connection section close up of lower part. By author.
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Figure 59. Serrahima’s connection section close up of lower part. By author. Figure 60. Serrahima’s connection section close up of upper part. By author.
The way of carving in the upper part focuses on to have a sense of limit and also to create drainage to 
get the water away from the site.
Besides, every platform has a slope of 1-2% to help this way of getting rid of the water during heavy rains.
And as for the lower part, the decision is to create some natural platforms to have green areas with 
different types of vegetation.
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The third connection site connects the residential area with the golf court, and then connecting with 
the swimming pool to create a more consolidated area with two buildings. 
Also the path initiates as a big open space and then goes again to the golf court, continues at the swim-
ming pool area and the arrives to the parking lot.
SWIMMING POOL’S CONNECTION
Figure 62. Swimming pool’s connection floor plan. By author.
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Figure 66. Swimming pool’s connection section. By author.
Figure 63. Swimming pool’s connection section close up of lower part. By author.
In this specific case, the section works to see 
how the path connects two platforms and the 
golf court. In which the upper platform wel-
comes the project and arrives at the swim-
ming pool.
In this project, there’s a difference in terms 
of topography. Even though,  the difference of 
level is not that high the slope is developed in 
a larger section.
So the idea of applying the same concepts as 
the other two projects to establish similar 
characteristics, such as the drainage control 
and the way of carving the topography to take 
advantage of it.
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Figure 63. Swimming pool’s connection section close up of lower part. By author. Figure 64. Swimming pool’s connection section close up 
of the middle part. By author.
Figure 65. Swimming pool’s connection section close up 
of the upper part. By author.
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To compare each section, of these three interventions, each one 
has a considerable difference in level. In which there is a path 
or a space that occurs to create accessibility and connection.
In the first project, the difference of level is considerable, so the fis-
sure is more noticeable and can be used in many ways, but in this 
case, in specific the path is considered to follow the shape of the 
topography and to make a more amicable for the pedestrians.
In the second case is more about creating public spaces and differ-
ent platforms for people to enjoy and have recreational activities.
As for the last project, the difference in level was not that high. How-
ever, it was high enough for the pedestrians not being able to cross 
it. So in terms of section, it was mostly to create flat platforms and 
some friendly areas.
Consequently, all these strategies mentioned before were applied to 
create these paths and allow a more cohesive site with the city.
Figure 69. Swimming pool’s connection section. By author.
Figure 68. Serrahima’s connection section. By author.
Figure 67. Tennis’ connection section. By author.
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Figure 69. Swimming pool’s connection section. By author.
Figure 68. Serrahima’s connection section. By author.




Figure 70.  Tennis’ connection section concept interstitial space. By author.
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INTERSTITIAL SPACES
These fractures or Interstitial spaces appear due to 
the cut of the topography where the sports areas are 
placed, due to the space they need they create some 
sort of big platform that cuts the topography and 
those spaces in between those infrastructures.
So taking advantage of the shape, the height and also 
the space in between platforms, where the intersti-
tial spaces appear, there can be placed buildings that 
work to create new opportunities for designing in a 
slope or these cases in particular.
This way of design can improve and take in advantage 
of specific parts, and also could connect to different 
levels.
Accordingly, this design method can have different 
ways to be represented.
.To be a containing wall for the topography.
.To place program, uses, inside the topography.
.To connect two platforms.
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LEÇA SWIMMING POOLS BY ÁLVARO SIZA VIEIRA
1966
As a first approach to this first project, Siza’s intentions are to look for a certain atmosphere, in which 
the context and landscape takes part into the decisions to place the project and its shape.
Therefore, the design follows a certain analysis of the context and its natural shape, adapting and giv-
ing character to the site. Collocating and placing the program as a spatial composition.
This project deals with a very specific context, being placed where the water and the mountain meet. 
Accordingly to those facts, the project allows a better understanding of what it means to have a con-
nection with an upper part and a natural context as the sea.
Figure 71. Leça Swimming Pools Floor Plan By Álvaro Siza Vieira
Figure 72. Leça Swimming Pools Section. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. Edited by author
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The plan explains how the intention of the shapes comes from the topography and other senses, to 
place and locate the uses.
On the other hand these sense of Interstitial Spaces can be seen in how the project is placed in the 
topography between two kinds of platform, one being the sea and the other one being the plateau. This 
intention of creating this building inserted and make it correspond to the form and clefts of the site, to 
allow the program to give a new shape in between. 
So as seen in this intention the building places itself to create an idea of placing itself on top of the to-
pography as a way to connect.
Figure 73. Photography of Leça Swimming Pools. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. 
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Figure 74. Photography of Leça Swimming Pools. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. 
Figure 75. Photography of Leça Swimming Pools. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. 
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“The Leça Swimming Pool complex consists of changing rooms, a café and two swimming pools, 
one for adults and one for children. It is located between the Atlantic Ocean and the access road that 
follows the coastline, but positioned almost completely out of sight.  By sinking the building behind 
the road Siza promotes a disconnect between his pools and the infrastructure of the city.  He is also 
considerate of the ocean views from the roadway.” (Balters, 2011)
Figure 76. Photography of Leça Swimming Pools. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. 
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THE PAPIOL SPORTS CENTRE BY GRAUCASAIS OFFICE
2012
Figure 77. Photography of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office.
Figure 78. Photography of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office.
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A vertebral axis that combines three pre-
vious facilities located there, such as 
the football field, sports centre and 
swimming pools through this axis.
This project, as can be seen, has a way to take ad-
vantage of the topography to connect a lower and 
an upper part, creating a path for pedestrian where 
they can be involved with the project from anoth-
er perspective. This project gives an idea of how 
to use and give a better link between platforms.
This axis gives a strategy to give shape to the 
project and the location of the program. Work-
ing as well as a containing wall for the up-
per platform. This axis also gets the advan-
tage of the fissure and adds some useful 
program inside that complements the project.
It can be clearly seen in the isometric view of how 
the decision allows for solving the communication 
between facilities, and create a more cohesive 
site and easier access for pedestrians.
Figure 79. Isometric view of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office.
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Figure 80. Ground Floor of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office.
These figures show the relationship between topography and building is es-
sential for the concept of the project and the characteristics of the site itself.
Having the swimming pools in the lower platform and covering them but 
at the same time unifying them with the axis that communicates with the 
football field in the upper platform.
The program divides in three parts:
The first part is where the pools are located.
The second part has many services that supports the pools and also the 
third part.
In the third part, which is the upper platform, the football field is located.
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Figure 83. Section of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office. Edited by author
Figure 81. Photography of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office.
Figure 82. Photography of the papiol sports centre by graucasais 
office.
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“The building is formed on the basis of the repetition of  changing-room/shower unit, forming 
blocks which the concrete screens enclose. A surface of translucent glass separates the roof 
slab from these prefabricated elements. The earthworks between the rear of the building and 
the street  form the access ramps to the competition area. The main ramp is covered with a 
pergola of galvanised plates. The light passing through these traces curves on the floor that 
follow those of the earthworks.  The asphalt of the interior paving penetrates the interior of 
the ramps.” (Bru, 2011 ,62)
This project is conceived in the Olympic Games period for it to complement an area with a particular 
program as a service building for the amount of people who wanted to attend.
This project in specific has a different approach to the topography, carving it with unusual shapes to 
create spaces inside the fissure as a way to answer the necessity of a platform in this specific site. 
This intention is more of a containing wall.
COMPETITION FACILITIES FOR THE ARCHERY RANGE By miralles and carme pinos
1992
Figure 84. Floor plan and facade of competition facilities for the archery range. By Miralles and Carme Pinos. Edited by Author
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Figure 84. Floor plan and facade of competition facilities for the archery range. By Miralles and Carme Pinos. Edited by Author
Figure 85. Photography of competition facilities for the archery range. By Miralles and Carme Pinos.
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Figure 86. Collage of photographies of the competition facilities for the archery range. By Miralles and Carme Pinos
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The exterior of the project has a prefabricated concrete wall which adapts to the topography and cre-
ates different accesses throughout the project.
The interior of the project has an effect of working with natural lights and shadows to create an atmosphere 
inside. Also, the textures take an honest approach with different materials reflecting in the shadows. 
Another characteristic is the intention of connecting two platforms with fields as a path and axis cov-
ered with a canopy. In this sense, the project takes advantage of the topography to complement this 
area.
Figure 87. Collage of photographies of the competition facilities 
for the archery range. By Miralles and Carme Pinos
Figure 78. Photography of the competition facilities for the archery range. By Miralles.
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In the three projects, it can be seen how the in-
terstitial space works, and how their conditions 
differ but the same characteristics are applied.
These three projects have a the-
matic of sport-related infrastruc-
tures and are placed into a fissure of 
the topography between two platforms.
As such it can be said that these spaces 
have three main qualities or characteristics.
The first characteristic is working as a con-
taining wall in the fissure, as can be seen in 
the project in Papiol and the Miralles Com-
petition facilities, both of them rest their 
backs into the topography containing earth.
The second characteristic is how they carve 
into the topography, As the Alvaro Siza’s pools 
where the building carves into the topogra-
phy and places itself on top, creating spac-
es where the topography is more carved.
The third characteristic is the idea of connect-
ing two platforms at different levels with a 
path, as the Papiol project.
Figure 88. Section of the competition facilities for the archery range. By Mi-
ralles and Carme Pinos. Edited by author
Figure 90. Section of the papiol sports centre by graucasais office. Edited by author
Figure 91. Leça Swimming Pools Section. By Álvaro Siza Vieira. Edited by author
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Figure 88. Section of the competition facilities for the archery range. By Mi-
ralles and Carme Pinos. Edited by author
Figure 89. Section of the competition facilities for the archery range. By 
Miralles and Carme Pinos. Edited by author




At first, this project looks to receive people 
with an open space, complimenting this with a 
Bar/Restaurant.
This figure show how connection has, as a 
starting point, a building that works as a ramp 
that allows to introduce the path in a different 
way.
This ramp works as a possibility to introduce a 
different sensation through it, a different expe-
rience in the city to be surrounded by green ar-
eas and trees.
The materials applied are two, concrete and 
glass. The predominant material is concrete 
to give a strong presence, adding glass to give 
lightness to it.
Figure 92. Plot plan of the Tennis’ connection. By author
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In this particular case in terms of floor plan. In 
the figure, the project is carving into the moun-
tain to determinate some artificial borders, to 
develop a more substantial start of the path.
So in the case of the Bar building consists in 
a reception which you can access through the 
separation between two walls.
This building also involves a table area and a 
kitchen area.
The other building responds to the idea of hav-
ing only a ramp as a way to communicate lower 
and upper part. As a result this specific building 
has inside a ramp that communicates with the 
top of the bar building.
Figure 93. Floor plan of the Tennis’ connection. BY author
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This section shows how the building connects 
the path and the ground floor.
The building that has inside the ramp has a 
translucent facade to perceive the access to 
the path.
The Bar building has a particular height to re-
ceive the path on top.
Also it shows how the inner part of the building 
gets the ventilation and illumination through 
some sort of opening that ends up in the upper 
part of the mountain.
Figure 94. Section of the Tennis’ connection. BY author
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Figure 94. Section of the Tennis’ connection. BY author
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Figure 95. Isometric view of the Tennis’ connection. By author
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Figure 95. Isometric view of the Tennis’ connection. By author
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This connection, as can be seen in the plot plan, 
is different from the others regarding in the 
continuation of the path, so in this case the in-
tention is to work as an easier way to connect 
to an upper part of the road.
There are two buildings in this site connected 
by a roof that acts as a path.
The project collects a green area with trees 
and bushes which leaves a more open space 
between the green area and building. This new 
space will receive gatherings of people after a 
competition or even after training.
The materials selected are concrete and glass, 
following the same idea as the last project, to 
make it look as a strong building and to give it 
lightness.
Figure 97. Plot plan Serrahima’s connection. By author
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In this case, it can be seen in this floor plan, that 
part of the building is located in a slope and the 
other part is not.
In the right side there are the changing rooms + 
the bathrooms distributed by a hall. 
In the left side there is a cafeteria that works 
for the stadium when the latter is being used.
As such those two buildings create a more co-
hesive side to receive and create an area that 
allows people to gather and be there for a 
while.
Figure 98. Floor plan Serrahima’s connection. By author
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In this section the intention was to show how 
the building adapts to the fissure and allow to 
connect the path to a more controlled space 
that complements the stadium nearby.
Figure 99. Section Serrahima’s connection. By author
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Figure 99. Section Serrahima’s connection. By author
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Figure 100. Isometric view Serrahima’s connection. By author
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Figure 100. Isometric view Serrahima’s connection. By author
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Figure 101. Perspective. Human view of Serrahima’s connection. By author
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In this specific project, regarding the plot plan 
there are two buildings connected by the roof 
following the sequence of the path, getting on 
top of these buildings to continue and get to the 
parking lot and the sidewalk.
Consolidating this area, with the buildings and 
adding some area, for public space and recrea-
tional purposes. With shadow and a green area.
The program in each building is complementa-
ry of the swimming pool area. 
As for the materials used in this project, it has 
concrete walls and roof with specific parts with 
glass to make the building feel lighter.
SWIMMING POOL’S CONNECTION
PLOT PLAN
Figure 102. Plot plan of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 102. Plot plan of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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The project is working as the others, locating 
the program and the uses inside the topogra-
phy to take advantage of this fissure to create 
interstitial spaces.
Regarding the uses of the building in the floor 
plan:
Firstly, the changing rooms are located in the 
left side. Configuring the building there is a 
hall that distributes to both sides of the build-
ing. Finally, the bathrooms are positioned at 
both sides.
Secondly, The cafeteria is located at the right 
side. Secondary uses of this cafeteria such 
as: kitchen, deposits, fridges and reception 
are positioned at the upper part with a service 
entrance. On the other hand, the main use of 
the building, there is the table space that has 
a more meaningful entrance, showing how the 
walls guide you to it.
SWIMMING POOL’S CONNECTION
FLOOR PLAN
Figure 103. Floor plan of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 103. Floor plan of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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As for the section, mainly it is shown how the 
buildings are adapted to the topography, and 
how they can connect other areas to allow  a 
better communication to this platform and in 
this fissure.
SWIMMING POOL’S CONNECTION
CHANGING ROOMS + CAFETERIA
SECTION
Figure 104. Section of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 104. Section of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 105. Isometric view of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 105. Isometric view of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 106. Perspective. Human view. Of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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Figure 106. Perspective. Human view. Of swimming pool’s connection. By author
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FISSURE AS INTERSTITIAL SPACE
Figure 107. Location of paths and buildings with topography and platforms. In black and white. By author.
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As said before, these locations 
for these three projects are 
based on the fissure and the plat-
forms that are connecting them.
So in these cases, as can be seen in 
their floors plans individually, they 
are transforming the topography 
adding program and making con-
nections with a different floor level.
In the first project, the idea 
is locating a bar on the low-
er part but also placing a build-
ing that works as a public 
space to connect to the path.
The second project modifies 
the topography to add program 
and modify the public space 
in this site in specific. Howev-
er, there’s a building that it is 
not located in the topography 
though this building allows a 
connection with the upper part.
On the other hand, the third project 
is working inside the topography.
In few words, every project has 
this idea of behaving as a contain-
ing wall, connecting two platforms 
and working carving the mountain.
Figure 110. Floor plan of swimming pool’s connection. By author
Figure 109. Floor plan Serrahima’s connection. By author
Figure 108. Floor plan of the Tennis’ connection. By author
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In this research, there are several ideas of what Olympic sites could be or 
have. These sites are full of complexity and require several ways to inter-
vene in them, even to locate them is a struggle for the host. This intention is 
mainly a way to regenerate the city, to improve and give civilians new are-
as for recreational purposes and, why not, green landscapes. However, in many 
other cases of Olympic sites, the lack of use after the event provokes isola-
tion of the site with the context turning them into white elephants in the city. 
 
On the other hand, these sites, as a regeneration tool, work in many ar-
eas that involve several aspects of the city. Namely, working with trans-
port infrastructure, new residential buildings, and urban frames. 
 
Moreover, they deal with natural topography (mostly in the peripheries), and 
with the size of the buildings. This necessity to place and locate these plat-
forms for many sports, reveals itself as cuts of the topography. When this hap-
pens, without intention, they create some considerable difference in level. 
 
Additionally, when this difference of level appears, it comes in the 
shape of a fissure that breaks the continuity and the sequence of spac-
es in these type of Olympic sites, as seen in the previous case studies. The 
use of interstitial spaces is a way of taking advantage of this situation. 
 
The concept of interstitial space defines a place in the topography between two plat-
forms, with the possibility to be held in different cases. Nevertheless, in Olympic sites, 
this concept particularly fits better because it can be in a fissure of a considerable height. 
 
For this reason, this concept is analysed under two different scales. The first scale 
is dedicated to three Olympic areas, in order to understand how this term’s appli-
cation regarding connections. The second scale focuses on three different build-
ings that modify the fissure to assess their approach towards the topography. 
 
In the first scale, these areas developed two different layers, the paths and plat-
forms. These two ideas are acknowledging the context, shape-wise and their con-
nection with the city. 
 
In the second scale, the three buildings share specific characteristics, which are how 
they can work as a path, link, or containing wall, and create spaces that take advan-




Aside from this, this type of interventions has no defined program, 
as seen in the case studies. The concept of interstitial space is most-
ly a form matter, which can allow from stadiums to buildings of service. 
 
With this idea in mind, the proposal works in these two scales to 
show to what level the situation on the Olympic Ring can be modified. 
 
Accordingly, these three interventions solve the problematic of Montjuic and 
the Olympic area. They contribute to bond the city and said sites with pedes-
trian paths to make it more pedestrian-friendly. What is more, they com-
plement different areas with buildings of service and public spaces. 
  
Regarding the situation in several Olympic areas, it can be concluded that an im-
portant aspect to focus on is regarding connections and the development of these 
fissures in different ways to allow a better understanding between platforms. 
 
Finally, this concept of interstitial spaces solves this problem that tends to occur in 
these types of sites, improving the Olympic areas’ relationship with the city and peo-
ple. The contemplation of what can be done with this concept is limitless, this can 
be used in other contexts that could benefit from a more natural way to approach 
natural surroundings. For this reason, the development and deep understanding of 
these concepts, such as interstitial spaces, is key for architecture to keep thinking in 
disruptive ways to approach projects.
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